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Abstract
Materials tracking is a key element in a construction materials management system. Deploying a costeffective, scalable, and easy to implement materials location sensing system in real world construction sites
has very recently become technically and economically feasible. The evident drawback of the current costeffective and scalable systems is lack of accuracy and robustness.
In this research a data fusion model is used on an integrated solution for automated identification and
location estimation of construction materials, equipment, and tools. Data fusion is intended to increase
confidence, achieve better performance for location estimation, and add robustness to operational
performance. The proposed model is a modified functional data fusion model for the application of
construction resource location estimation and is based on the US Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL)
model. The paper presents some preliminary and promising results of applying the fusion model on
construction field trial data.
Introduction
Material tracking is a key element in a construction materials management system. The unavailability of
construction materials at the right place and at the right time has been recognized as having a major negative
impact on productivity. Reducing unsuccessful searches for such materials would reduce wasted supervisory
time, crew idle time, and disruptions to short interval planning. Conversely, understanding the materials flow
over time helps to increase labor productivity, reduce materials stock piles, and reduce materials management
manpower.
In an initial attempt to automate materials tracking Caldas et al. (2006) implemented a GPS and hand held
GIS based mapping approach that demonstrated some promise for time savings and reduced materials losses
under certain conditions. More sophisticated and automated, wireless sensor network based, data collection
technologies, using GPS and RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), are being developed for a wide
spectrum of applications. Specifically more recent research is demonstrating that coupled with mobile
computers, data collection technologies and sensors can provide a cost-effective, scalable, and easy to
implement materials location sensing system in real world construction sites (Akinci 2002; Song 2006a;
Caldas 2006; Grau 2007, Teizer 2007). The evident drawback of the current cost-effective and scalable
systems is lack of accuracy and robustness.
To address these problems, this study incorporates a framework for an integrated solution for automated
identification and localization of construction materials, equipment, and tools for large industrial
construction projects. A critical element of this framework is the location estimation problem in particular.
Therefore, developing a data fusion method for location estimation that is robust to measurement noise
while having a reasonable implementation cost would be advantageous. Fusing the different sources of
location data is intended to increase confidence, achieve better performance for location estimation, and add
robustness to operational performance.
In this framework, a range of simple to complex sensors can be utilized such as RFID transponders, GPS
receivers, RFID readers, RFID with GPS chips, ultrasound, infrared and others. It is assumed that a small
subset of sensors will have a priori information about their locations. This may happen because they have
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been coupled with GPS receivers or GPS chips or because they have been installed at some fixed points with
known coordinates. This subset is small because no matter how a priori location information is achieved, it is
on average one or two magnitudes more expensive per sensor node than estimated location information. For
example, many geomatics solutions exist for tracking items accurately and in real time but at a cost that is
prohibitive for the problem described here. In addition, even sophisticated and expensive solutions
experience multipath, dead space and environmentally related interferences to some extent. Thus, developing
a method for location estimation that is robust to measurement noise while having a reasonable
implementation cost is a challenge.
This paper is organized in different sections as follows. Data fusion concepts and models are introduced
briefly in the next section to provide some background information to the readers. It follows by presenting a
data fusion model for location estimation in construction. The field experiments conducted to obtain the
experimental data is presented next. The paper provides some preliminary and promising results of applying
the fusion model on the construction field trial data.
Background
Data Fusion
Data fusion is a process of combining data or information to estimate the state of an entity. More often,
the state of an entity is referred to as a physical state like identity, location, motion over a period of time and
others. The human brain can be considered the best example of a data fusion machine.
Functional, process and formal models are three different categories of data fusion models (Steinberg
2001). A functional model can show the primary functions, relevant databases and the interconnectivity
among the elements. A functional model does not show a process flow within a system. This means that
levels in a functional fusion model should not necessarily perform sequentially. The US Joint Directors of
Laboratories (JDL) model is an example of the functional model. Fusion researchers can develop their own
models or adopt one of the existing models. Fusion of data results in many quantitative and qualitative
benefits.
Building Information Modeling (BIM)
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is an approach to design, construction, and facility management in
which a virtual model of a building is constructed digitally. The model contains precise geometry, spatial, and
temporal relationships, 3D geographic information, and quantities and properties of building components to
support construction, fabrication, and procurement activities and modeling of the building lifecycle
(Eastman 2008). BIM can also be integrated with Cost and Schedule Control and Other Management
Functions. It can be used to demonstrate the entire building lifecycle including all stages of building, and it is
a method for sharing information. It may also ease communication between architects, engineers and
construction professionals (Elvin 2007). Usually it is implemented in the form of a standard, and it is related
to BrIM (Bridge Information Modeling) and other similar models.
Multi Level Data Fusion Model for Location Estimation in Construction
Model Architecture
Figure 4 describes a modified functional data fusion model for the application of construction resource
location estimation. It is based on the JDL model because it is the most widely used system for classifying
the data fusion based functions. The first two levels are called low level data fusion and the second two the
high level fusion steps and the last level is called a meta-process. In the following figure, the architecture, the
data flow and the interrelationships among the fusion levels are illustrated.
The data sources for this model include:
• Different physical sensors
• Different location estimation algorithms
• Context:
o Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI)
o Positional Dilution Of Precision (PDOP)
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Data Fusioon Level 0
Sensorr data reliabilitty assessment is the focus of interest in leevel 0. In otheer words, we want
w the senso
or
fusion systtem to utilize a combination
n mechanism so that the diifferent sensorrs can “properrly” contribute to
the “resultts” in the info
ormation spacee. The “resultss” means the output of thiss fusion level and
a “properlyy”
means witth an establish
hed confidencee, reliability orr validity of th
he information
n.
Utilizin
ng some locatiion sensing teechnologies suuch as RFID, GPS,
G
Ultrasouund, infrared, and others givves
us some ro
ough location estimations o
of the materialls on site. This very rough estimation
e
is considered
c
as a
“read” eveent or a locatio
on observatio
on. In this leveel, we focus on
n finding the confidence
c
levvel of this locaation
observatio
on, based on th
he reliability aand accuracy of
o the sensors at the time off observation and other layo
out
contextuall information that are availaable or can be adopted from
m BIM.
Differeent sensors haave different aaccuracy and reliability
r
facto
ors that differ from each oth
her and there is no
simple sollution for a prroper combinaation of senso
ors. Combiningg the contextuual informatio
on about the
sensors an
nd some otherr available con
ntext about thee site layout iss a reasonable means to obttain the
confidence level of the observed locaation data. Beccause some off the context might
m
not be available
a
at all
or all the sites, using this information is optional
o
in thee described so
olution.
times or fo
A fuzzy inference syystem is used ffor this fusion
n level, with th
he ability of em
mploying the contextual
c
datta
according to their availaability. This fuuzzy system neeeds to be re-eengineered for any new set of utilized
his fuzzy levell 0 fusion is prresented in (R
Razavi 2008) fo
or a scenario of
o
sensors. A thorough description of th
RFID andd GPS sensorss.
Fuzzy representation
ns and an infeerence system help to definee the observattion validity orr “trustiness”
r
observvations are nott valid or invaalid anymore, but
b they have a degree of trrust
more preccisely. In this regard,
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in the range of
o valid and in
nvalid (Caron 22004). In otheer words, the confidence
c
levvel of the obseerved location
n
is the output of this fuzzy system
s
that wiill be used to weight
w
the fussion in the nexxt level of the fusion
architecture described
d
heree.
Data Fusion Level
L 1
Level 1 daata fusion estim
mates the locaation of the co
onstruction resource using different
d
readss, sensors, andd
location sensiing algorithmss. A fusion of different algo
orithms to get a more robusst estimation can
c also fit into
this level. Sitee layout and material
m
memb
bership to diffeerent site areaas can be fusedd at this level. The
Dempster-Shafer theory th
hat is also know
wn as the “theeory of belief”” or “theory of
o plausibility”” or “evidentiaal
hod that has b
been used in th
his level.
theory” is thee primary meth
In the currrent approach
h, when an RF
FID reader reaads a tag, the combination
c
o GPS/RFID
of
D data gives
information about
a
the location of the tagg which is a hyypothesis. Thiis information
n can be modeeled by a basicc
belief assignm
ment because of
o the uncertaainty in RFID read range duue to the surro
ounding enviro
onment. To
deal with this uncertainty, different
d
beliefs are assignedd to different subsets of cellls centered on
n the
s
set such
h that the sum
m of the all belliefs are equal to one.
GPS/RFID sensor
In the sim
mplest scenario
o, due to envirronmental andd other factorss, GPS and RF
FID are havin
ng different
reliabilities for each event of
o “read”. Theerefore differeent read eventts can be considered as the independent
i
observations that can be fuused by the Deempster-Shafeer theory.
o the RFID-G
GPS-based pro
ototype were used
u
as the inp
puts for the developed
d
Dem
mpster-ShaferrOutputs of
based algorith
hm in this fusiion level. The prototype ouutputs were esttimated locatio
ons of the taggs, based on th
he
observed readd events for eaach tag. Thesee estimated loccations were calculated
c
usin
ng centroid mo
odel. The
following figuure illustrates the
t hierarchical relationship
p among tag reead events, estimated locatiions of the
prototype, an
nd the Dempstter-Shafer-bassed fused estim
mation (Figuree 2).

…

Figure 2:
2 Hierarchicaal relationship representation
n among readd events, estim
mated locationss, and the
estimation
ns of the Dem
mpster-Shafer fusion level
Data Fusion Level
L 2
It assessess the situation state by integgrating the reso
ource location
n information (Level 1 outp
put) with
contextual infformation, inttegrated BIM aand/or other sensor data –L
LADAR, ultraasound or 3D
D Laser
Scanner. The relationship between
b
differrent constructtion resources and the site layout, as-builtts and even
schedule can be extracted based
b
on the rresults of this level. This fussion level can result in a spaatial/temporall
relationship of
o elements an
nd the buildingg life cycle.
Fusion Leevel 2 is situatiion assessmen
nt on the basiss of inferred reelations amon
ng entities. Dep
pending on th
he
different physsical and conteextual information of the em
mployed consstruction mateerial locating approach,
a
different soluutions and tech
hniques can fuunction in thiss fusion level. For our appro
oach, landmarrks are used to
o
assess the preecision and correct the estim
mated location
ns of the target tags. The ideea of using refference tags ass
some landmarrks to adjust the
t estimated llocations of th
he target tags is a feasible operation in th
his level of
fusion.
In this fram
mework, a cost-effective, arrbitrary set off simple RFID
D transponderss in some fixed and known
positions in th
he constructio
on site is utilizzed to possiblyy add accuracyy to the estimaated locations in the fusion
level 1 of our target tags. As
A the reader aagent is rovingg around and collecting
c
the target tags data and
4
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estimatingg their location
ns through thee level 0 and 1 fusion steps,, reference taggs data are also
o being capturred
at the sam
me time and their locations w
would be calcuulated.
Origiinal location off reference tag 1

∆

Refeerence tag 3

∆

Ree-estimated loccation of refereence tag1∆

∆

t should be loocated
* Where target tag

Refereence tag 2

∆

∆

Final offfset vector
t
* Estimated locaation of target tag

Figure 3: A
Adjusting the locations
l
by seeveral referencce tags
The baasic idea is usin
ng the vector of difference between pre-defined and ree-estimated lo
ocations of thee
reference points
p
and usiing this vectorr to offset thee newly estimaated target tag locations. Th
he accuracy sho
ould
improve iff more than one reference ttag can be emp
ployed in the framework. The
T composition of all the
reference tags’ offset veectors forms th
he final resultant offset vecctor (Figure 3).
mputer Interactiion
Data Fusioon Levels 3, 4 annd Human/Com
Level 3 is estimatingg the project sttate. This leveel involves inteegration with the project management
m
syystem
and is out of the scope of the currentt work. Level 4 improves th
he results of th
he fusion by continuously
c
ng and assessin
ng the sensorss and the process itself. We may also evalluate the need for additionaal
monitorin
contextuall information or sensors in this level. Thee need for caliibrating the seensors or moddifying the pro
ocess
may be asssessed in this level. Human
n/Computer in
nteraction can
n also be summ
marized in a daata visualizatio
on
and navigaation module as well.
Conducteed Field Triaals
Field trrials were con
nducted to obttain experimen
ntal data to vaalidate the dataa fusion modeel and to
demonstraate the feasibillity of employying the components, metho
ods and techn
nologies develo
oped. A large
industrial construction project
p
in Torronto hosted one
o field trial. An RFID-GP
PS-based locaation estimatio
on
c
a com
mprehensive seeries of experiiments with 375 tags to testt the feasibilityy of
prototype was used to conduct
nd locating so
ome critical co
omponents on
n a constructio
on site and its supply chain.
tracking an
The daata for testing the model aree the coordinaates of each taag ID on the laay down yardss that have been
logged on a daily basis for
f more than
n five months since the finall RFID utilizaation started on the job site in
August 20007. The estim
mated size of tthe data set is 100 days of data
d logging multiplied
m
by avverage 100 taggs on
the site peer day multipliied by a typicaal dozen reads per tag per day (Razavi 20008).

Figgure 4: Samplee map includin
ng some RFID
D tag location (left), and a sample tagged item (right)
The daaily location daata is saved in
n the format of .kml to be opened in the Google
G
Earth
h map
environmeent for visualizing the locatiion informatio
on. An AutoC
CAD drawing of the site plaan that was
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overlaid on th
he Google Earrth aerial photto provided more
m
landmarkk reference details for the lo
ocations on th
he
site. Maps creeated in differeent granularityy and various scales to allow
w proper visuaalization by fieeld workers.
Figure 4 preseents a tagged item
i
and a sam
mple map.
Preliminary Results
Data on ab
bout 10,000 taag locations iss available whiich representss an average off 100 location
n estimates forr
each tag in th
he field trial peeriod. A case sstudy of a sam
mple data subseet – belongs to
o the site wareehouse – is
presented in this
t section. For
F the subset of data used in
i this paper, the
t tags’ locattion data weree logged by
GPS-enabled readers for 1009 tags, three times per dayy, for four con
nsequent days. The followin
ng figure
pect to the disstance between
n the estimateed location – of
o the
represents thee data distribuution with resp
prototype bassed on the reaads – and the rreal location of
o a tag.

Figuree 5: The distrib
bution of the distance for th
he sample data subset
RFID readd rates were sp
poradic, rangiing from ten reads
r
of a tag per
p minute to periods of ho
ours without
reads. Figure 6 presents a case
c study on h
how real-timee fusion of two
o algorithms – Dempster Sh
hafer and
n result in a more accurate eestimation of location.
l
In th
his case study, 8 read eventss of an RFID
Centorid- can
tag has been introduced
i
seqquentially to tthe fusion algo
orithm which represents thee fusion level 1 in the
implemented model. The final
fi estimatedd location is eqqual to the cen
nter of the darrkest blue areaa that
corresponds to
t the highest pignistic prob
bability.
Conclusionss and Furtherr Research
A function
nal model wass presented fo
or data fusion for location esstimation of RFID
R
tagged materials
m
on a
construction project.
p
A fusion of two sen
nsors, GPS an
nd RFID, and two algorithm
ms, Dempsterr-Shafer and
Centroid, havve been investiigated to assesss the location
n for the fusio
on level 1. Pro
omising prelim
minary results
are presented.
T challengee is to fuse datta from simplee to complex
Further reesults will be reported in thee near future. The
sensor sourcees, and contexxtual informatiion, to estimatte object locattion for tens of
o thousands of
o construction
objects at an adequate
a
frequuency and in a scalable man
nner. It is expected that inteegration of fussion levels 0
and 1 will dem
monstrate sign
nificant perforrmance enhan
ncement with respect
r
to meaasurement noiise and will bee
robust to futuure advances in technology.
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Figure 6: An Illustratiion on the fused Dempster--Shafer and Centroid metho
ods for RFID tag ID of
R
200.1559.095 after 8 Instances of Reading
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